Automatic Safety Cover

The CS300HD Automatic Spa Package provides an attractive and effective solution for spa systems, swim spas, and smaller pools up
to 12' x 24'. The tuck under motor design allows the system to be
installed with two-thirds less of an offset than standard systems, yet
the systems high torque capacity ensures smooth cover operation.
The spa package includes the CS300HD drive mechanism, cover
fabric, track, one inch flat leading edge tube, four inch roll up tube,
and a standard touch pad control switch.
For information on using the CS300HD mechanism for larger
covers, please contact your Authorized Coverstar® Distributor.

Flat Lid

Stone/Masonry Lid

The CS300HD™ automatic safety cover has superior engineering
based on more than 35 years of field experience. System reliability
and the following high quality components are compelling benefits
that make it the preferred choice of spa owners everywhere:asily.

Submersible Motor
The CS300HD motor’s hardened
stainless steel shaft and oil bathed gears
virtually eliminate motor
problems. It is also sealed against
water by the original motor manufacturer.

Durable Mechanism
Heavy-duty, stainless steel components
allow the CS300HD mechanism to endure
harsh environments giving you many
years of reliable service.

Guides and Sliders
The heavy duty sliders are the
strongest in the industry. A dedicated
slide channel prevents binding and
stress on the mechanism and increases
system reliability.

PowerFlex Rope
Powerflex rope behaves like a shock absorber that allows it to more forgiving and
self-adjusting during operation.

Exclusive Heat Sealed Webbing
This patented system feature is a substantial improvement over the common
webbing attachment method and provides
substantially longer webbing life and
improved operation of the cover.

Safety
Children are most at risk when
parents believe they are safely
inside the house. A cover is
considered the number one safety
feature you can have on your spa.
Note: It is intended that people would
walk on the pool cover only in case
of an emergency.

Go Green – Save Big Money
Because the CS300HD is so easy
to use, your spa can be covered
when it’s not in use. That means
you can save up to 70% on heating, 70% on spa chemicals, 50%
on electricity, and 90% on water.
In fact, your automatic safety
cover can completely pay for
itself in just a few years. Now
that’s green!

Add Heat (Passive Solar)
and Reduce Heat Loss
(Water Evaporation)

A Cleaner Spa – A Happier You
You deserve the soothing and
relaxing effects of a spa after a
hard day at work, not the hassle
of cleaning a dirty spa. With the
flip of a switch your spa will be
ready to enjoy.

Your independent dealer is:

Heavy Duty Fabric
The heavy duty vinyl fabric provides
optimal ultraviolet, chemical and mildew
resistance. Superior fabric strength, tear
resistance, and abrasion resistance are
enhanced through the extruded coating
process and closed polyester weave. easily.
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